Abstract. The Bezout-Inequality, an afine version (not in&ding multiplicities) of the classical Bezout-Theorem is derived for applications in algebraic complexity theory. Upper hounds for the cardinality and number of sets definable by first order formulas over algebraically closed fields are given. This is used for fast quantifier elimination in algebraically closed fields.
introduction
This work is a somewhat extended version of Heintz and Wiithrich [ 121 and Heintz [7, 8] . The paper deals with quantifier elimination in algebraically closed fields (Section 4)' and related definability problems from the point of view of complexity (Section 3).
Fischer and Rabin [6] have shown that any decision procedure for the theory of algebraically closed fields of given characteristic is exponentially slow in the size of the input formula on some infinite set of formulas. The following adaptation of one aspect of their method shows tha; any quantifier elimination procedure needs space-and hence time-even doubly exponential on infinitely many formulas:
Let A be an algebraically closed field, and let d > 1 not be divisible by the characteristic of A. For each I = 1,2, . . . we define inductively a first order formula @(XI, X2) in the language with '=' and 'exponentiation by d' as the only nonlogical symbols, X1, X2 being variables. Let Qil(Xl , X2) be Xl: = X2.
For given &(X1, X2) choose variables Y, Z1, 2'2 different from X1, X2, such that 21 is free for X1 and 22 is free for X2 in @,(X1, X2). Let 4++,(X,, X2) be (3Y)(vz~)(vz*)(((z~ = Y AZ2-=x+@1 =x1 Az2= n)+@r(aZ2)L Proceeding economically, the formulas al(X1, X2), . . . , &(X1, X2), . . . can be defined using seven variables only, as one sees immediately. So we can code wxl, x2), . . . , @Mi y X2), . . . on a Turing-Machine tape such that the length of the @+(X1 , X2) depends only linearly on 1. @,(X1, X2) defines the graph of the map ~1: A* J' with V/(X) = xdZ1 for x E 4. We have # (qt) -'(I) = d" (where # is the cardinality symbols. Hence the subset of R defined by 4+(X,, 1) contains 8' elements.
So we have constructed a sequence of formulas (namely @1(&, 11,. l . , d+iXl, 11,. . .) such that the length of these formulas depends linear11 on I and such that the Ith formula defines a subset of r& of cardinality d2'. As it can easily be seen, any quanti~er frez description of such a set needs space O(d") on a Turing-Machine tape, a standard encoding of the language of R assumed. Thus quantifier elimination in R' needs space double exponential in the length of the input formuias #l(Xl, l), . . . , @,(X1, 11, . . . .
In Section 4 of this paper we show that conversely for algebraically closed fields of any characteristic there exists a quanti~er elimination method which runs in time double exponential in the size of the input formula. More precisely, our time bound is ~olyn~miaI in degree and maximum length of the coefficients of the polynomials appearing in the input formuta but double exponential in the number of variables of the input formula. A similar result for real closed fields has previously been obtained by Colfins [4] . (See aIso Monck [ 173, Solovay [23j and W~thrich [27] .) Of course, their result implies ours in the case of characteristic zero. However their proofs do not extend to the case of prime characteristic. We remark that, although a double exponential time bound excludes practical applicability in general, several of the ideas involved in our algorithm seem to be of practical significance in special situations. However, important decision problems, although they can he reduced to quantifier elimination of algebraically closed fields, become much more tractable from the point of view of complexity using methods less general than quanti~~r elirninrrtion. (Compare Heintz and Sieveking [ 111.1 C'losely related to fast quantifier elimination are questions of the following type:
How large can a finite set be which is defined by a formula built up from a given set of polynomials'? How many sets (finite or not) can be defined by a given set of p~~Iynomials using logical connectives (irlcluding q~lantifiers~'~ Section 3 deals with questions of this kind. It turns out that the decisive parameters to answer these questions are the sum of the degrees of the polynomials, the total number of variables, and the number of b~~~~~ldcd variables appearing in the f~~rmuIas under consideration.
ticutarly useful is ;I version of Rtxout's I'hcorem without multiplicities which WC call the Rezr,ut-Inequality.
Although we ICW information about multiplicities, the F~~zoilt-lrlcquality has the rrdvantape that it holds without any restriction on the kind elf the interswtion.
Morwvsr it allo~ls a relatively elementary proof, which we give in Section 2, since the ~ez~3ut-~neqtlality has Inany applications to algebraic complexity theory. C&X Strassen [24] , where the Bezout Theorem in its classical form is used, Itkintz 17. 81. Hcintz In this part we intrcduce the notion of degree first for irreducible closed azld then for arbitrary constructible subsets of affine spaces and prove the BezoutInequality.
We need some prerequisites from classical algebraic geometry and commutative algebra, which can be found in Mumford [18, Chapter I] , or in Shafarevich [22,  Chapter I], and, as concerning commutative algebra, in Atiyah and Macdonald [l] . We use the same terminology as these authors. For field theory we refer to van der Waerden [26] and Lang [lS] .
The notion and elementary properties of degree of irreducible closed subsets of affine spaces are based on the following proposition. By lack of direct references to quote here, we give a proof of it, elementary in the sense that only dimension theory is used. (ii) there is a uo~lempty opera U c A'" so that equality holds in (i ) for y E U.
Proof. Assertion Ci), the harder to prove, follows easily from Shafarevich [22,  Chapter II, # 6, Theorem 61, and Zariski's Main Theorem (Iversen [ 14) . Here we give an elementary proof avoiding Zariski's Main Theorem. We show !i) by induction on IPI, dropping the assumption on separability of the field extension &A"') c R( W ).
The case nl = 0 is obvious.
So,letr~t~Oandy=ry~,..., )',,a ) E A" with finite fibre. We identify An'-* with the hyperplane 4"' ' x(2',,,} of A"'. This hyperplane A"' ' contains y. Furthermore, q '(A"' ' 1 is a hypersbrface of W containing Q -l(y). Hence, by the Dimension Theorem (Shafarevich [22, Chapter I, 9 6, Corollary 1 of Theorem S] or Mumford [ 18, Chap&. 1, 9 7, Theorem 27) all components of Q _ '(A"' -') have dimension nl -1. LetCbeacomponentofQ~'(A"' ').WehavedimC=m-landQ(C)cA'"-'. --We consider the morphism Q,.:C+QCCP induced by Q on C. If Q(C) = A'" -' we can applv the induction hypothesis on Qc.. So we have #Q ?y 1 n C = #&(y)~~[&C):
&A"' ',1 in this case. If qK)#A"'ml we have dimQK')< 111 -1 = dim C.
By the theorem of fibres of a morphism (Mumford [l8, Chapter I, 9 8, Theorem 21 or Shafarevich 122 , Chapter I, 9 6, Theorem 71) the co.mponents of the Q~-fibres of points of Q(C) have dimension zdim C -dim Q(C) > 0.
Therefore the Q-fibres of points of Q(C) are infinite. Since q 'iy ) is finite, we have q '(y)rsC =fl in this case. The inclusion map C c W induces a surjtic?ive ring homomorphism P -'lc[ W] --,
P 'R[C] = R(C).
Since its image is a tield, irs kernel must be a maximal ideal of P 'R[W]. C has been chosen arbitrary from %-. Hence we have the same situation for each c E 5'. So, by the Ch inese Remainder Theorem (Atiyah and Macdonald [ 1, Prop. For then, we can choose in each R(C), C E %, a &A"-')-basis EC. The union E = U c~&'~ of all these bases is a &(A"-')-linearly independent subset of ecEi6 A(C) with CCEq [R(C): R(G"-')I elements.
We pick &ES [r(C): R(A" -* )] elements of P-'R[ W], formislg a set F c P_lr6[ W], which is mapped by f on E. (This is possible since f is suriective.) F is a P-'ACM*]-linearly independent set, for otherwise, f would map F on a &(A"-')-linearly dependent subset of @ cEq R(C), which is impossible, since f maps F one-to-one on E, and E is &A"-' )-linearly indepekldent.
Any We proceed to define the notion of degree by applying Proposition 1 in the following situation: Let V be a closed subvariety of A" with dim V = r. We associate to V the following morphism q : A"' x V + A"' x A": we read A"' as the variety of r x IImatrices over R, and we define q (G, s ) := (G, Gs) for G E A"', .V E V. Let (G, b) E A"' x A'. Its fibre q -l(G, 6) corresponds to the intersection of V with r afIine hyperplanes of A" described by (G, h).
Next we note that q is dominating. By Noether's Normalization Lemma (Mumford [18, Chapter I, 9 11, Shafarevich [22, Chapter I, $5, Theorem 9)) there exists a linear map A" -+ A' described by a r x n-matrix G such that the induced map A" + V is finite. Fixing any point h E A', this means that there exist r affinc hyperplanes of A" described by (G, h) intersecting V in a nonempty finite set, We arrange the coordinate functions of A'" in a r X n-matrix n = (7~ Chapter X, 9 7, Proposition 81 first @,+l, . . . , O,, and then 8,) . . . ,8, are separable algebraic over &A'" )([ ). Since we identify I(&" )(C) with A( A"* x A') we finally conclude that &A" b V) = A( A"')(H) is separable algebraic over &A'" X A'). So we can apply Proposition 1 to 9. This leads us to the following. Let X c A" be constructible and % be the set of the components of x. We define (2) Let X c A" bc constructible and E an affine subspace of A". Then Proof of (2). Since E is an intersection of &LilAn E := II -dim E many hyperplanes, we may assume without loss of generality codim*n E = 1, i.e. E an affine hyperplane. Furthermore, we may assume without loss of generality that X is an irreducible closed subset of A". We only have to consider the case where E intersects X properly, i.e. X g E. Let X n E = U lrgjss Ci be an irredundant decomposition of XnEinitreduciblecomponents.Fori=l,...,sputXi=Ci-U,,i<iC~.TheXi are nonempty, locally closed (and hence constructible) subvarieties of A" with dim Xi = dim Ci = dim X -1 and de&m Xi = dean Ci. the Xi form a partition of X A E. By (1) of this remark, we can choose an affine subspace of A", say F, with dimF=n-dimX+lsuchthat #XinF=degbnXi=degcpmCi,i=l,...,s.Then
by Proposition l(i). q (3) It can easily be verified that deg,a A" = 1, and that the degree of any hypersurface of A" equals the degree of its defining polynomial. Degree is never zero.
In general, it is clear from the context in which affine space the constructible set X is thought to be embedded. In these cases we do not ment'on the ambient space A", and we simply write degX for the degree of X in A". The notion of degree for constructible sets is invariant under affine linear isomorphisms of the ambient spaces, although it is not under isomorphisms in general.
The following lemma says how degree behaves under afine linear maps.
Lemma 2. Let q : A" + Ar' be afine hear, X t A" cotzstructible.
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that X is an irreducible closed subset of A". By Mumford [18, Chapter I, 9 8, Theorem 3(i), and Remark 2.11 we can choose a q(XLdimensiona1 affine subspace F of A" such that #q(X) n F = deg q (X ). Since q is affine linear E := 9 '(F) is an afline subspace of A". Then we have by
Next we want to give a Bezout-like estimate for the degree of the intersection of constructible subsets of atfine spaces. For this purpose we show the following. SO we may assume without loss of generality that X and Y are irreducible closed subsets of A" and A" respectively with dim X = r and dim Y = s.
We embed An"+s" into A'r+s)(m+"), reading A'""" as the variety of (r +S)X (m + n)-matrices with zeroes in the left bottom and the right top corner s x m-and I X n-rectangles. 
. R is a normal and local ring with maximal ideal, say PM, anal residue class field k'(A'"""" x Ar'").
Pbssume R c S integral (we will show this later). Then S is local too with maximal ideai S,H and residue class field R(A'r+r"fr'+n' xX x Y).
The canonical morphism R/ ti + R/M&S is the embedding of &Wmts
induced by the bottom morphism of the diagram. So, R/M -, R/H&$ is a separable algebraic field extension of degree deg X l deg Y. The Tii and the ci are contained in R. Let I be the subring of R obtained by localizing the ring R[A'r+S"m+"' 1, generated by the nil over R, at its intersection with 4~. I is local with maximal ideal, say W, and residue class field f:= &Ar"l+9n). In the sequel we shall consider polynomials over I. For such a polynomial, say F, we denote by F its residue class irk the polynomial ring in the same indeterminates 
Take s E S such that 1 @S is a primitive element generating R/d&S

Definability
We are going to give estimates for the number of sets definable by first order formulas in a fixed set of variables, starting from a finite set 2 of constructible subsets of A", which we consider as the interpretations of the atomic formulas of our language.
the We write Any finite subset of Aln" is Zariski closed, and its points are its components, Hence the points of a '-P'-definable finite subset of 4" are in %(C?(?'I). By # 6K?V$ Hdeg $3 9') (iii) follows from (iI.
I ii)+ (iv) is obvious since each elenlent of .9( t \ is a fiinite union of L*-c~ll~.
To show (i) and (ii) we choose a finite set ?' of irreducible closed subsets of A"
with deg I' = grd S', such that every X E ?' is V-definable. Since the cell division Y t I ') is a refintxnent of the cell division 3 "'1 of A", we have 
for then, by (1) and deg V = grd %, we have Wesay(FI,.
. . , F, )-definable instead of _V-definable and (Fl, . . . , F, i-cell instead of J&cell.
With these notations, the following corollary is a down-to-earth version of Theorem 2. Then #{HA"; Fl(x)=O,. . . , F,,(x) = 0) = d", whereas our bound is (1 + nd)" in this case.
Next we are going to show that for the determination of grd E we can restrict ourselves without too severe loss of precision to generating sets Y consisting of hypersurfaces (Theorem 3).
We first show a lemma using the following. The following theorem is a slight but useful generalization of Proposition 3.
Proof. Obvious by Proposition 3. I_]
Next we are going to see how grade behaves under projection maps, The main tool for this is Theorem 3. It will serve us to investigate definability in cases where quantifiers are involved.
Assume n 2 1 and let 7~ A" + An" * be the projection mapping each point of A'* on its first II -1 coordinate:-. Our next purpose is to find a small upper bound for grd V(X). First we consider the case where 3?' consists of only one single irreducible closed subset V of A".
The following lemma is a quantitative version of Chevalley's Constructibility Theorem. To show the second assertion of (ii), let W'E TV. Since %(9(Y)) = %(3(Y)) we have as a consequence of (5) 
Furthermore we have W'c n( W') x A' c V n{G = 0; G E 9).
Since 4 W') x A ' is irreducible and W' is a component of V n (G = 0; G E +!3)_ _-we have W'=T(W)XA'.
From this follows that w( W') is closed and W' = T( W') x A'.
Finally we show (iii). Note that ({{CUP = 0); WE ?Y}), $6' and Yt*' are contained in WWW.
Hence we have by means of Theorem 2(i) and inequality (6)
The core of this rather technkl lemma is the following. HI (y, T) First consider the case where x is contained in some W' E W'. Since F(X) # 0 there is a coefficient L of F (F being considered as a polynomial in X,, over To simplify notations we assume that ho is induced by L. SO, by (7), F dces not vanish at points of C at which L does not.
Proof. Ncte that R[(T( W))&]
Note that x is contained in C& .L which is mapped finitely onto (r(C)) Gw .[_ by v. So we have 4'E biC))G,.f_ =?T(CbwL)Ctr(cG,..F)c~(WGwF)C~T(VF).
We choose Y := (&'))Gw.L.
Since C E %T* we have n(C) E 9. So, as in the previous case, Y is +&definable. By Lemma 4(i) we conclude that 7r( V&l is ??Idefinable, which finishes the proof. Is1
The following theorem is a straightforward consequence of Proposition 4. Then Z =lJCE~,~Z)) CF, deg F s (n + 1) grd S?, and, by Corollary 1 of Theorem 2,degZs(l+(n+l)grdZ')". For C E S'{(Z)) we have by Proposition 4 grd{n(CF)}s nzflzt3"(deg C)4na l (deg F)2n,
Sn 2n2+3n(n + l)2n (grd SQ2" (1 + (n + 1) grd S?)4n".
Finally we obtain grd 7&S?") s C grd{r(Z)} ZEY -$ n 'n2t3"(n + l)'"(grd $')*"(l+ in + 1) grd %?)4,'3+" 6 f n grd %),'I ' for suitably chosen c > 0.
Now the theorem follcws by grd ~1%) s grd n(3). Cl
Now we are re:ldy to investigate definability in cases where quantifiers are involved.
Let F be a finite set of constructible subsets of A". We define 9,,, t_%?) inductively as follows: cj? ',"+ JZ) := the Boolean algebra generated by the images of 9,,,(%') under the projection A" "' -j A". "' -' which maps each point of A" -"I on its first n -m -1 coordinates.
Note that by Chevalley's Constructibility Theorem (Mumford [ 18, Chapter I, # 8, Corollary 21) the elements of $I?,,, (Z') are constructible subsets of A" -'".
We call the elements of GY,,,(.F) S-definable with rot quantifiers. This is justified by the following reason: consider the elements of S? as defined by PI-place predicates PI (X1, . . . , Xn ), . . . , R, (X1 ,, . . . , X,, ) in the variables X1, . . . , X,, which correspond to the coordinates of A". Then any prenex first order formula in the tt -m free variables X1 , . . . , X,, ,,, built up from PI(XI , . . . , X,, ), . . . , P,(X1, . . . , &) using 111 quantifiers defines an element of 9,,($). However, the converse is not true.
There is a rather interesting case, namely, when the quantifiers in the defining formula aI are existential. To be precise: we call a subset of A"-"' Z-definable with LIZ existential quantifiers if it is the image of a 9%definable subset of A" under the projection A" -+ A" 'It mapping each pomt of A" on its first tz -no coordinates.
As an imnncdiate consequence of Theorem 2 we have the following proposition. The second assertion of the proposition follows directly from Theorem 2(iv). iI
The main bound of Theorem 2 and this proposition'can be summarized as being polynomial in grd 22' and exponential in n, the number of variables. The number m of bounded variables doesn't appear explicitly in the estimates of Proposition 5.
In the general case of %-definability with m qurlntifiers our estimate will be por:,,lomial in grd S??, exponential in n, and double exponential in m.
Theorem 4 provides us with the key bound for %d$inability with one quantifier. We will generalize this result on Z-definability with several quantifiers. (ii) grn(gbG 2ncmnhmt'~grdp.)'mn~m+'.
Proof. The case n = 1 is obvious. For n > 1 choose c integer and sufficiently large such that in Theorem 5 thz strict inequality holds. Then the corollary follows by ' "heorem 2. Is1
Note that for m = 0 the bounds of Corollary 3 are slightly worse than those of Theorem 2, the 'defect' stemming mainly from the fact that the proof of Theorem 5 is based on Theorem 3.
To conclude, we give a partial version of Corollary 3 in a down-to-earth form. 
Quantifier elimination
In the sequel, assertions which contain constants (denoted by c, cl, ~2, . . .) have to be read as 'there is a constant c > 0 such that . . . , although this rather complicated formulation is not given explicitly every time. 'Turing-Machine' has to be understood as d-tape deterministic Turing-Machine. log means logarithm to the basis 2.
Let 
All inequalities except (1 1 ), (14) and (16) are straightforward. For (11) and (14) we consider the coefficients of F :=F1/F2 as solutions of the system of linear equations given by F2 l F = F1 comparing coefficients. Then by Cramer's rule we get (ll), and by Lemma 7 we will see that some modified Gauss-elimination can be performed in R. So we get (14) and similarly (16).
For rz = 0 we obtain the corresponding inequalities for R.
Remark 5., Everything that will be said in the sequel about R, being one of the rings Z, E2,. . . , Z,, . . . , holds for any ring R whose elements can be encoded on a Turing-Machine tape such that (8)- (16) 
The proof works now by induction on s.
For the sake of notational simplicity, we assume that no rows and columns are interchanged in the Gauss-algorithm, and we slightly generalize the notion of Gauss-algorithm, admitting any 0th pivot FCIO # 0 such that F$' divides the determinants of all i x i-submatrices of M.
Under this hypothesis, the first assertion we want to prove remains the same, whereas (18) changes into and (19) for k >s and I as, whence (18) . El Lemma 7 says that, similar to 'normal' Gaussian elimination, Gauss-algorithms can be performed within R[Xl , . . . , X,,] at any instance, provided one only chooses pivots different from zero.
We look at Gauss-algorithms as computations in RIX1, . . . , X,,] involving additions/subtractions, multiplications/divisions executed on a Turing-Machine tape.
Remark 6. As a consequence of (18) and (15) we have that the length CT of the elements of R[Xl , . . . , XJ computed by the Gauss-algorithm M =M,, . . . , fK does not exceed c(n + l)s20(M), and that the whole computation can be done in qr(srr(M))"" + l' steps on a Turing-Machine. Proof. Analogously to Gaussian elimination triangulize M by any Gaussalgorithm. 3
In the same way it can be seen easily that (16) is a consequence of (18) , and ( 14) a consequence of Corollary 5.
In the sequel we need the following. . . , X,3 with the same degree bounds for the solution, since, by comparing coefficients, the solvability of M can be considered as the problem to solve some system of inhomogeneous linear equations with coefficients from R. But solvability over R of such a system of linear equations is equivalent to its solvability over K, which implies the assertion of Lemma 8.
Without loss of generality, we may assume 4 s r (reducing the number of equations, if necessary). Let d := C(M). Proof. The enumerating algorithm is defined recursively in Fl , . . . , Fk, 15 k s s. In the case i = 4, we put
Since any polynomial linearly dependent on PI, . . . , P, vanishes on {PI = 0 9 ' . . , Pi = 0), the reader easily verifies: 
I-i--s
LetGl,..., G, b&the polynomials appearing in @I, . . . ,4&. By Remark 6 and (10) we have ~(G&c(n + l)'q3~(M), 1 pi W, whence (25) . Furthermore, by
Remark 6 and (13), G1, . . . , G, can be computed in s~(@M))~~("+~' steps on a Turing-Machine.
For the enumerating of @, . . . , QzS we have to Lt.. '3 % -k additionally linear independency over K of some of the G1, . . . , G,.
By comparison of coefficients, this check can be reduced to test solvability of some inhomogeneous linear equation systems over R. By Corollary 5 this can be done in (KY :2(~a(M))C2""~C"2 steps on a Turing-Machine.
So, computing G1,. . . , G, and constructing @I,. . . , @, together costs Together with (27) and (28) this gives (24) and (26) . !I
We shall apply Lemma 9 only to algebraically closed fields R. Proof. We consider E := k" "n -4. Let T' be a new indeterminate and X' := (X,, ,,l + 1, . . . , A',, ).
